Motivated by a recent paper by Montgomery ?], we give the asymptotic behavior, in the semi-classical sense, of the ground state energy for the Schr odinger operator with a magnetic eld. We consider the case when the locus of the minima of the intensity of the magnetic eld is compact and our study is sharper when this locus is an hypersurface or a nite union of points.
Introduction
Let us consider a Riemannian oriented manifold (M; g) of dimension n 2. M will be a compact manifold with a regular boundary, or a compact manifold without boundary or IR n with the at standard metric. Let ! A be a real C 1 one-form on M. Associated to this one form, we have a natural map u 7 ! i h du + u ! A ;
de ned on C 1 (M) with value in the space of the C 1 one-forms on M. Once a Riemannian metric is given, we can introduce a natural Schr odinger operator with magnetic potential ! A as the selfadjoint operator in L 2 (M), h 2]0; 1] is a semiclassical parameter which is assumed to be small, dx g is the Riemannian measure on M and C 1 0 (M) denotes the vector space of C 1 fonctions with compact support in the interior of M, if M has a boundary (in this last case we consider the Dirichlet selfadjoint realization). In a local chart x = (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ), we write ! A = A 1 (x)dx 1 + : : : + A n (x)dx n ; g(x) = (g j;l (x)) 1 j;l n for the Riemannian metric in the corresponding basis and g ? (x) = (g j;l (x)) 1 j;l n ; 2 for the inverse.
If jg(x)j = det(g(x)); then the measure dx g is given by dx g = jg(x)j 1=2 dx 1 : : : dx n ;
and the Schr odinger operator by P h (! A ) = jg(x)j ?1=2 X 1 j;l n (i h @ @x j +A j (x)) " jg(x)j 1=2 g j;l (x) (i h @ @x l + A l (x)) # :
The magnetic eld is by de nition the exact two-form B := d ! A : In the case when our manifold is without boundary (we shall meet essentially the two cases M = IR n or M C 1 compact manifold), the Schr odinger operator is essentially selfadjoint under rather weak assumptions (see for example ?]) which are satis ed in all our statements and we consider the unique selfadjoint extension which can be obtained as the Friedrichs extension. The spectrum of P h (! A ) is then gauge-invariant:
(P h (! A )) = (P h (! A + d )); 8 2 C 2 (M; IR):
(1.3) (If T is a selfadjoint operator, (T) will denote its spectrum and d (T) its discrete spectrum). In order to introduce the notion of magnetic well, we rst consider the zero set of Tr + (B(x)) ? b 0 , U = fx 2 M ; Tr + (B(x)) = b 0 g :
(1.8) A magnetic well (attached 2 to the given energy h b 0 ) is by de nition a connected component of U.
We shall always assume U is compact and included in the interior of M :
(1.9) Let E(h) be the ground state energy of P h (! A ) that is E(h) = inf (P h The case b 0 = 0 was considered by ?]. If U is a closed curve which is a zero of order one of the magnetic eld, with rB (x) 6 = 0; 8x 2 U, R. Montgomery proved that E(h) h 4=3 : We prove here that it is always the case when n 2 and when U is a compact submanifold or discrete. We shall show actually, that, when U is a compact oriented hypersurface, we can associate to P h (! A ) a Schr odinger operator P h (! A 0 ) on L 2 (IR U), where ! A 0 is an homogeneous magnetic potential of degree two, such that E(h) = E 0 (h) + O(h 5=3 ) ; 2 This has to be understood as the well (in the sense given for example in ?]) attached to the e ective potential h b(x) and to the energy h b 0 4 and where E 0 (h) is the ground state energy of P h (! A 0 It is amusing to observe 3 that this family of operators appears in many contexts in PDE (see for example ?]).
The same thing happens when U = fyg is a single point. In this case P h (! A 0 ) is an operator on L 2 (IR n ) which is by scaling unitary equivalent to h 4=3 P 1 (! A 0 ). We shall also extend the preceding results when U is a zero of order two of the magnetic eld, M = IR n with the standard at metric and we get in this case E(h) h 3=2 . Coming back to the case when b 0 > 0 we shall prove that E(h) h b 0 and our result is complementary to (??).
The case M = IR n .
3 Numerical computations kindly realized by C. Bolley seem to indicate that there is a unique min giving the minimum. It is clear that min > 0 but we have no proof of the uniqueness of the minimum.
In the case when M = IR n , P h (! A ) is the standard Schr odinger operator and we shall also denote it by P h (A),
): For simplicity, we assume that the real magnetic potential ! A = A dx with A(x) = (A 1 (x); ::; A n (x)) is C 1 . It is then standard that P h (! A ) also denoted by P h (A) in this case is essentially selfadjoint starting from C 1 0 (IR m ). We can actually work with weaker assumptions but we do not try to analyze this aspect of the question here. The magnetic eld B is identi ed (in this at case) with its matrix B(x) by B(x) = (B jk (x)) 1 j;k n ; B jk = @A k @x j ? @A j @x k : (1.13)
In order to control our partitions of unity at 1, we shall assume the existence of a constant C 0 such that j(rB jk )(x)j C 0 (jB(x)j + 1) :
(1.14)
Under this condition and if there exists 0 > 0 and C 1 such that paper, however, the wells are basically created by an electric potential and the magnetic eld appears as a perturbation. As it will be clear in the proof, this study is also strongly related to the general problem of the magnetic bottles which have been introduced mathematically in the basic paper of Avron-Herbst-Simon Proof of Theorem ??.
Step 1 : Minoration of the bottom of the spectrum:
We recall that we have to prove the theorem only for compact M. If End of the proof of Theorem ??. Using our more precise information concerning (h), we get The inequality (??) follows from (??).
Proof of Theorem ??, preliminaries. Proposition ?? allows us to consider only the case when there is a unique single well U = fZg. We can moreover assume that M is replaced by an arbitrary smaller closed neighborhood ( open) containing only one the well with smooth boundary and inside the domain of a chart where (??) is satis ed. We consider in this case the Dirichlet realization of the Schr odinger operator and we can take local coordinates x such that the point Z is the origin. We shall denote by d Z ( ) the riemannian distance to Z and restricting possibly we can assume that d Z ( ) 2 is a C 1 -function in . We have also jrd Z j 1 (5.13)
The following lemma will permit to have a good control of the perturbation when comparing with an homogeneous model (playing the role in this context of the harmonic approximation).
Lemma 5.3 :
If u h (x) is as in Proposition ??, then, for any positive integer j, there exists
Now, using (??) and (??), we nd (??). To prove (??), we introduce
Integrating by part, we nd that
Taking (??) and the de nition of v h into account, we get for a suitable constant C j jRe r h j C j h 2j+4k+4 k+2 k u h k 2 :
(5.19) Let us write now We observe that L h X (A) ; d Z ( ) 2j ] C X;A = h 2 P n p;q=1 a j p;q (x)(i h @ @xp + A p (x))(i h @ @xq + A q (x)) +ih 2 P n p=1 (ib j p (x) + hc j p (x))(i h @ @xp + A p (x)) +ih 3 w j 0 (x); the functions a j p;q (x), b j p (x), c j p (x) and w j 0 (x) being real valued and satisfying
But Re (ih 3 w j 0 u h ; u h ) = 0 and we get consequently for this rst term a decomposition as in the l.h.s of (??) with the conditions (??).
The second term is
Re ( The forth term has the same structure with a gain of O(d). The operator R h m is of the form R h m = The functions e a ;p;q (x); e b ;p (x); e c ;p (x); e w (x) are bounded .
The formal construction:
In a rst step, we forget the remainder terms and try to nd a formal expansion in the spirit of the formal construction performed for the study of the non degenerate well ( ?] or ?]).
By scaling, we get The functions w j are in S(IR n ). This can be proved using the following regularity result due to ?] ((3.3.6), p.47). Lemma 5.4 :
Let a 1 (y); : : :; a n (y) be n real valued polynomials on IR n of order k + 1. Let L 1 ; : : :; L n be the corresponding di erential operators L j = i @ @y j + a j (y): 
